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Structure of a Low-Level Jet and it's Role in Triggering
and Organizing Moist Convection over Taiwan:

A TAMEX Case Study
民

BEN JONG-DAO Iou AND S 阻UNG-MING DENG

ABSTRACT

This paper presen 包 the kinematic and thermodynamic structure of a severe pre-
cipitating convective line associated with a low level jet (LLJ) observed d 四ingT 品W個

Area Mesoscale EXperiment (TAMEX) on 24 - 25 June 1987. The meso- and convec-
tive-scale features of 也e Mei-Yu front and 曲e associated quasi-stationary mesoscale

convective systems 曲 at lead to heavy precipitation 缸'e described. The mesoscale struc�

tore of 血e LLJ and i臼 relationship wi 也 the moist convection are emphasized.
The major convective precipitation associ a 能d with 曲e convective line occu 叮'ed at

曲e pre-frontal region. At the post-frontal region, no org 祖 iz 吋 reflectivity pattern
existe 也 Accompanying the quasi-stationary convective line, a southwesterly LLJ of
20 ms-< at I km existed. The LLJ decelerated when approaching the m 司 or convective
precipitating are 晶 and showed a distinct diffluent pattern. This flow structure produced

concentrated, enhanced warm and moist air convergence which favored new convec-
tive cell formation. The strength of the deflection of 也e LLJ depends on the intensity
of 血e conv 闊的 ve downward motion associated with the mesoscale convective system.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper p 扭曲且的血e kinematic and thermodynamic s缸uc 個re of a vigorously precipi-
tating convective line associated with a low level jet (LLJ) observed during Taiwan Area

Mesoscale Experiment (TAMEX) on 24 - 25 June 1987. It is known from synoptic studies

曲at during 出e China's Mei- Yu 甜甜 on and the J ap 曲 's Baiu 甜甜on 曲e 凹curr 聞自 of

extremely heavy rainfall event has" a close relationship with the presence of a LLJ jn the

700 - 850 mb layer ahead of the surface front (Akiyama, 1973; Chen and Yu, 1988;
Matsumoto, 1972; Ninomiya and A 祖y 缸na, 1974; Tao and Chen, 1987). However, the
physical processes through which the LLJ and heavy p 間cipitation are linked are not well

understood. In early works, Matsumoto and Ninomiya (1971), Matsumoto (1972, 1973),

Akiyama (1973), and Ninomiya 個dA 祖y 缸na (1974) suggested 血 at 血eupw 前d branch of
血e second 訂y circulation over the cyclonic shear side of the LLI is responsible for the heavy
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precipitation in Jap 姐姐d 曲.e LLJ fonns 甜 a result of 血e cumulus-scale vertical exchange

of horizontal momentum. By selecting 35 heavy rainfall events over Taiwan during Mei-Yu
甜甜on, Chen 祖d Yu (1988), on 曲eo 位ler hand, suggested 曲at 由e LLJ is the cause for the

moist convection in T: 剖W恤 's Mei-Yu season. The main mechanism for 血eLU 肘ggering

the moist convection is 世lrough 血e 位eation of potential instability to 血e warm side of a
Mei- Yu 宜。nt and 曲e generation of ass ∞iated convergence downstream. They also sug-
gested 血at ve 叫cal 甜甜ng by the cumulus ∞nvective pr, 叫耳聞自 tends to 晶晶ipate fa 血er 由個
generate local LLJs.

In a two�dimensional 宜'Ontogenesis mo 劍 , Chou (1986) simulated 血e fonnation of a
LLJ to 血e sou 由 of 血e 虹'ea of strong convection. In his model, the LU formed 曲rough 血e
Coriolis acceleration of 由e no 甜lW 缸d ageos 虹'Ophic motion in 血e lower branch of 血e

mesoscale secondary circulation induced by convective latent heat release. The mechanism
may be interpret 甜甜 a mass-momentum adjustment pro 曲扭曲iven by diabatic heating and

is supported by some observational 個d 曲.eoretical studies (Ch 間 , 1982; Chen and Yu,

1988). In a recent modeling stu 旬 , Nagata and Ogora (1991), using Japan Meteorological
Agency (JMA)' s regional spec 仕al model, suggested 血at the interaction between heavy

precipitation and the LLJ is closely related to 曲e 祖S血iat 叫 diabatic heating processes. The

super-geos 缸'Ophic LLJ is formed under 曲e situation whe 甜甜副 r par 間1 crosses height
contours into low press 凹e with large angles due to a combination of an alon. 阱。nt flow in

血e southwestern portion of 曲e anticyclonic OU田ow induced by the evaporating cooling 祖d

a crossfront flow 扭曲e upper part of the direct second 缸y circulation associated with the
W訂m岳'Ontogenetical pl1 ∞esses.

In the above mentioned studies, works 包od to focus on 血e effect of convective heating

on the formation and maintenance of 血e LLJ in a synoptic and subsyooptic-scale ft: 叩le-

work. The role played by p 肥:-existing LLJ in triggering 個d organizing the moist convection

at meso- and smaller- scales is not discussed. Lemaitre and Brovelli (1990), using data 宜om
dual-Doppler rad 紅S, studied the kinematic and thermodynamic structure of a quasi-station-

缸y convective line associated wi 曲 a LLJ observed during LANDES-FRONTS 84. Their
results suggested 血at in a strong baroclinic atmosphere, 由rough symmetric instability and

inertial acceleration, the 甘ansverse and vertical variations of 血.e flow create slantwise
motions on the left flank of 曲e LLJ. The horizontal shea
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DATA AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The data employed in the present study prim 誼ily originate 宜。m 血e multiple Doppler

radar network operated during T M 血X period. NCAR CP4 Doppler radar and CAA (Civil
Aeronautic Admi 剖S世甜 on) Doppler radar da 祖 are combined to synthesize the horizontal

wind fields for 7 consecutive volumes with time interval of 10 minutes (from 1720UTC to
1830UTC 24 June, 1740UTC data 前'e missing).

In Figure I, the small rectangle embedded in the big circle indicates the area (100 km x

70 km) of synthesized dual-Doppler horizontal winds. The grid 曲S個n 臼 is 1 km on both
sides of 血e rectangle and 1 km in 曲eve 咽 cal 宜。m 1 /em to 15 km. 四Ie long 阻is of the

、

rectangle co 個tes 35 degree counterclockwise 宜。m the east. The rotation of the domain is to

make the long axis p缸allel to 血em 吋 or 扭扭 of the low level jet 1 km above the surface. In
Figu 自 I, 由e position of surface cold 宜ont at 18 ∞u τ'C 24 June, identified 血rough detailed
mesoscale surface analysis (Jou and De 嗯 , 1990) is also m 缸'ked. The surface front moved at

a speed of 4 ms -1 tow 缸d the southeast and the convective line moved at approximately 血e

same speed. 百Ie major convection (the blackened region denotes the echo pattern at 3 km
height with reflectivity intensity larger 血an 40 dBZ) occurred in a region which is sur-

rounded by 血es 山曲曲∞Id ftont, island topography, and the LLJ ftom the southwest. The

convective line system has a spatial extent appro 到mately 50 km wide and 200 km long.

According to Jou and Deng (1990), new cells formed in the southwestern edge of 曲e ftont
血en developed northe 臨 tw 紅d along 血e surface front. Mature ceUs existed at the northern
p 甜 of 曲e 宜。甜甜d dissipated quickly as the cells approached to the coast or moved into

曲ecoid 甜 region. 百Ie major convective precipitation associated with the convective line

occu 虹'ed in the pre-frontal region. 四lis is quite different from 血at observed in midlatitude

frontal rainbands 祖d. squall line systems (Hobbs and Persson, 1982; Carbone, 1982; Smull

組d Hou 凹 , 1987). At the cold side of the surface 宜'OI 祉 , no organized reflectivity pattern
existed. Accompanying with the qu 品i-stationary convective line, a LLJ from the southwest

at 1 km height with the intensity of 20 ms -1 existed. It is 血.e purpose of 血is study to show

血e structure of the LLJ and its role in 咽ggering and organizing moist convection along 血e
Mei- Yu front.

2.

Data editing and processing were done with sonware developed 扭曲e Department of

Atmospheric Sciences, NTU, which ported on a UNIX-based workstation. In order to test

the reliability of 血,e software, an inter-comparison between the results from NTU software

and NCAR CEDRIC software has been conducted (Jou et ai., 1990). It was found 血 at there

is a good consistency between these two softwares. Never 甘Ieless, the data recove 可 rate of
CAA when using CEDRIC is relatively low in some low reflectivity regions. It was found

in the CAA data pre-processing software, 由at whenever there existed a high wind variabil-
ity region, data gaps occurred. Due to 血ese problems, the effective resolution of the CAA

data has been degraded. In order to resolve convective-scale featu 阻 s appropriately 扭曲is

s個dy, ex 仕emely careful data editing procedures (essentially, gate�by�gate) were performed

to the CAA data. The time error check pro 臼 dure proposed by Gal-Chen (1978) w 甜 also
applied to minimize the possible errors existing in time differences of data sampling be-
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Fig. 1. Doppler radar network for TAMEX. The circles indicate the scanning strategies of CAA
個d CP4 during IOP13 (24 - 25 June, 1987). CAA radar w. 晶 in a VAD mode wi 由 12
elevation angles for each volume sc 扭曲d CP4 阻曲r w, 品 in a sector mode with 31
elevation 祖gles. The small rectangle (100 km x 70 km) embedded in the circle 扭曲e area
dual-Doppler synthesis was performed. The shaded region shows the ret1ec 位vity pattern at

.
�-Š� k 吋 ,

tween the two radars.

四le data were analyzed with the dual-Doppler syn 曲的 is pro 臼dure des 口ibed in Ray et

al. (1980) and vertical velocity was calculated by using the variational method with

anelastic equation as a dynamic cons 虹aint 且in et al., 1986).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Environmental Conditions

Figures 2a and b show the skewT-IogP plots of Taipei-PanChiao sounding on
12 ∞UTe and 18∞UTe 24 June. The sounding at 12ω盯'C represe 臨出.e atmospheric

∞n曲 tions 扭曲ew 缸m region ahead of 血e front and 血e sounding at 18 ∞UTC repf 且ents

the con 曲 tion modified by the moist ∞nvection. 百Ie shading 缸ea in Fig 阻e 2a sugg 闊的血at

the atmosphere was potentially unstable wi 由 large CAPE. Above 600 hPa, 由e atmosphere
was stable and dry ﹒ At low levels, there was a pronounced LLJ with a maximum intensity of
20 ms-l 前 1 km height (9 ∞ hPa). 官Ie winds veer, 吋 wi 世I height above 950 hPa indicating

W缸m-air adv 即位on ass ∞iated with the LLJ. The sounding at 18 ∞UTC (Figure 2b) showed

a lapse rate close to moist adiabatic after modification by moist convection. However, ad 可
layer still existed in between 600 hPa to 4 ∞ hPa. The wind at ne 前 surface level was
e 船terly and shifted to southwesterly at a higher altitude. τhe bac 垣ng of the wind indicated

a cold-air advection at the lower levels as the cold front moved 血rough the region. At

m∞UTC, 甘Ie LLJ lifted to about 2 km with 扭扭扭nsity of 30 ms -1. τhe Ii 宜ing 個d

intensification of 血e LLJ seems to have a close relationship with the moist convection

血sac 扭扭dwi 曲曲e frontal system.

3.2 LLJ at 1 km

Figures 3a-c show the dual-Doppler synthesized to 個1 horizontal winds (relative to 由e
ground) at 1 km height on 1730, 1800, and 1830UTC 24 June. It should be noted 由at 由e
streamlines are schematic and there is no intention 個 express the wind speed with the

spacing of the adjacent s 虹'eamlines. In these figures, the leading edge of the convergence

zone (marked with a heavy solid line) is ve 可 close 扭曲esurface 宜ont. the flow structure
away 宜。m 血e convergence zone is relatively simple. A rather uniform sou 血westerly flow

with intensity of 18 - 21 ms-l prevailed ahead (at the warm side of) 血e ∞nvergence zone.
百Ie jet core was located at 血e bottom (to 血e sou 血) of 血e domain. 百Ie flow was almost
p 缸al1el to the rotated x-axis wi 血 wind direction of 235 degree. Near the convergence zone,

由,ej 前 speed decreased to 12 ms -1. Pronounced horizontal shear existed on the cyclonic side

of 血e LLJ. Behind the convergence zone (at 血e no 吋I sid 吋 , 血e t1ow w 且宜'Om west
(approximately 270 degree) with relatively weak speed. S 仕ong shear convergence existed at

the convergence zone. 百Ie flow s 甘ucture is complicated near the strong convectiVe region.

官Ie LLJ decelerated when approaching to a major convective precipitating 缸閱 (denoted by
I) 個d showed a diffluent pa 前em downwind. Associated with 曲is diffluent flow pattern, a

local wind maximum with extensive and coneen 缸ated momentum surge existed in a rela-
tively small area ahead the convergence zone. This 詛ow is suggested to have warm and
moist ch 紅acte 吋 sties.

In order to cle 缸'Iy show the above discussed phenomena, 由e dual-Doppler syn 由esized

system-relative horizontal winds at 1 km height at 1730, 1800, and 1830UTC 24 June are

given in Figures 4a-c. The difference between Figures 3 個d4 扭曲at the moving speed of

血e convective line has been deducted and as such, 由e 阻sultant winds are the flows relative
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TAMEX IOP13 Mei-Yu Fronl 1730 U叩

a
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X (km)

100GO ? 口 80 ' 。3D 40

TAMEX IOP13 Mei-Yu Fronl IBQQ UTe 06/24/1987 1 !em Height

b
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X (km)
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Fig. 3. Dual-Doppler synthe 刮目d total horizontal winds (relative to the ground) at 1 km height.
(a) 1730UTC, 的闊的UTC, 叫d (c) 1830U 前,24 June 1�87. The 也 in-solid line represents

也e s甘巴個lline, the solid line repre 鉛n 扭曲e isotach (ms-!), and the thick-solid line repre-
sents 也e convergence zone. Reflectivity p 瓜tern at 1 km height is also shown (曲曲 line)
with contour interval of 10 dBZ.
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TAMEX IOP13 Mei-Yu Front 1830 UTC 06/24/1987 1 km Height
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TAMEX IOP13 Mei-Yu Front 1730 UTC 06/24/1987 1 km Height
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Fig. 4. The same 品 in Figure 3, but 也eho 吋zon 旬I winds are relative 曲曲e convec 且 ve system. The
moving. speed of 曲e sys 紀m is 6.7 ms-! in 也e x- 缸is and -4.2 ms-1 in the y-axis. The

moving speed of the convective system is determined through calculating the correlation of
reflectivity 缸1d wind velocity at consecutive times.
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to 曲 .e convective system. The results show 血at ne 缸. the convective precipitating 訂閱 I, 由e
LLJh 宙間perienced a I訂'ge deflection. 四ie cause of 血e deflection is possibly due to 血e

horizontal perturbation pressure gradient induced by the convective downdraft associated

with the heavy precipitation (see Figure 5 for the details of vertical mo 位on distribution).
The ∞nsequence of this flow structure is to pr,吋uce a concen 恤ted convergence 缸ea with

warm and moist air surge which is favored for new cell formation. The sequences of 誼通s
pro 自由 C祖 be seen 宜。m Figures 4a and 4b.

From a detailed examination of the-time sequences of reflectivity data, convective
systems II and III were quite short-lived wi出 life time less 血祖 30 minutes. Nevertheless,

under almost the same environmental conditions, convective sys 但m I lasted for about

4 hours (started 1520 till 1900UTC). No satisfactory explanations are available now. How-
ever, it is speculated 血at 血e cyclo 凶 c circulation on the top of 血.e dom 剖n of Figure 4c

(1830UTC) might play an important role. 宙間 circulation was nei 血er resolved in total

horizontal wind pl<;>ts (Le., Figures 3a-c) nor in system-relative wind plots before

1830UTC. The results suggest there was possibly a separation of the pre-existing mesoscale

cyclonic circulation and the convergence zone near 1830UTC. Before 1 830UTC, the

mesoscale cyclonic circulation and 血.e convergence zone associated with 血,e LLJ were
geographically too close to be di 甜 nguished. 四ie intensity of the convergence zone w 船
possibly 血anifested due 扭曲e presence of 由.e mesoscale cyclonic circulation. After 血e
circulation separated away from the convergence wne, the long-lived convective system I
dissipated quickly.

Forma 的on of 曲e mesoscale cyclonic circulation at the northwest comer of Taiwan has

been studied by a numerical simulation experiment 札恤 , 1990). His results showed 曲 at

when the prevailing flow is no 吋時扭扭 fly. a pronounced cyclonic circulation forms to 由e
northwest of Taiwan. Accompanying wi 血血is cyclo 甜 c circulation, a mesoscale low pres-

sure system is formed with the center located slightly to the west of 血e cyclonic circulation

center. 四ie existence of mesoscale low pressure sys 臼:mw 酷 also suggested subjectively

over 由e appro 剋mately same location during IOP13 with TAMEX surface mesonet data by

space-time conversion technique (Jou and De 嗯 . 1990). Data over the water are needed

before the details of 誼通 s mesoscale circulation can be investigated.

3.3 Kinematic Structure on 1800UTC

3. Horizon tal structure

The system-relative winds at 1800UTC 24 June 1987 are given in Figure 5. At 1 km
(Figure 5 吋 , 曲e shaded regions show the ve 吋叫 component of relative vorticity field.

Above 1 km (Figures 5b-f), 由e light shaded regions show the convective updrafts and 曲e
heavy shaded regions show the convective downdrafts. 四ie solid contours show the reflec-

tivity field. Some prominent features are summarized below.

The LLJ existed at and below 3 km. For regions away from convections. the maximum

wind speed was at 1 km height. On the other hand, the maximum wind speed was at a higher

altitude (approximately 2 km) where moist convection presented. The cyclonic shear side of
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TAMEX IOP13 Mei-Yu Front 1800 UTC 06/24/1987
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Fig. 5. The system-relative winds at 1800UTC 24 June 1987. The thick-solid line encloses reflec-
tivity with contour interval of 10 dBZ. At J km plot, the shading represents the vertical

-3 -1 ﹒ -3 _-1component of vorticity larger 也an 1.0 x 1O-� r (light) or less 曲曲 -1.0 x 1O-0s-" (heavy),
respectively. The solid lines A-B and CoD represent the vertical cross sections chosen for
discussion. At other levels, the light shading repre 甜nts updraft larger 曲曲 1 ms-" 血d 血e
heavy shading represen 個 downdraft less 曲曲 -1 ms -1 with same contour interval of 1 ms-1 ﹒
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LLJ is accompanied with large positive vorticity and its maximum 缸nplitude reached
-3 _-15.0 X 10-.7 s-. at 1 km. The vorticity field h扭曲 elongated s個cture and w 品 colocated with

由e convergence zone 甜 shown in Figure 3. The low-level ascending motion was also

∞,located with the positive vorticity field. Relative to low-level positive vorticity field, the
upw 缸d motion at and above 5 km showed a tilt to the warm side of 血e convergence zone.

τbe upw 紅d motian and 血e varticity fields at low levels bo 由 showed pronounced wave-like

periodic features with a wavelength of approximately 8 km. It is noted 由at the wave-like

S缸ucture of low-level convergence is 180 degree out 'Of phase wi 曲曲e law-level varticity
宜 eld. The result suggests 血at tilti 嗯 , 間由er 曲曲 S缸'etching, is the primary production
mechanism. The maximum upw 缸dmo 位 'On occurred at? - 9 km wi 血組nplitude 'Of 11 ms -1.

",,- Organized descending motian was 'Observed at the warm side of low-level convergence

zane. The maximum downward motian occurred at about 4 - 5 km height wi 由缸nplitude of

7 -1 百1e amplitude 'Of 由e descending motion is rather large compared with 由at 'Observed
宜om oceanic convection over Taiwan area (Jargensen and LeMone, 1989). 四1e subsidence

缸ea assaciated well with the reflectivity pa 前em at law levels and was prabably driven by

water laading.

On 血e top 'Of the damain, there was a bounded weak echo region at the cold side of the
canvergence zane. The weak echo regian existed at all levels, hawever, bounded only at

levels bel 'Ow 5 km. Assaciated with the weak echoes, a relatively weak descending motion
� -1 師 -1) existed at high levels. As pointed 'Out earlier, 由is 阻gian was accompanying a

mesascale cyclanic circulation at 血e pI 叩etary baun 也可 layer. The results suggest 血is

mesoscale cyclanic circulation was passibly a warm care low press 凹'e system.

The s 虹ucture 'Of upw 紅d and dawnward mations shawn in Figure 5 suggests the can-
vective cells assaciated with the canvective line were gaing thraugh different stages 'Of their

life time. New cells developed at sauthwestern edge 'Of the frant then propagated

no 吋1eastw 缸d to its mature stage. The results also suggest the low-level flows were dis-

tarted ta different degrees accarding ta the strength and stage 'Of the canvective activity. LLJ
exhibited a large deflection companent taward 血e cyclonic side when canvective dawnward

matian 'Of large spatial extent were encountered. The deflectian was largest at law levels.
τhe deflectian afLLJ produced a lacal cancentrate

hu Vertical structure

Figure 6 shaw the vertical cross sectians 'Of system-relative winds and reflectivity alang
lines A-B and C-D given in Figure 5. Line A-B is chasen to shaw the flow structure 'Of a
mature convective cell (marked with I in Figure 3) in a vertical plan perpendicular ta 血e
L 日 , and line C-D is chasen ta show the flaw structure 'Of a develaping canvective system
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(marked wi 血 III in Figure 3) on 由e southwestern edge of 血.e Mei- Yu front. 四Ie αoss
section of C-D has a smaller angle with the direction of LLJ, 由間 . the flow parallel to 由e
plane presents most of the characteristics of 血e LLJ at the warm side of the front.

(1) Cross section C-D

The reflectivity pattern of C-D (Figure 6a) showed a narrow large echo region

(> 40 dBZ) reaching a height of 6 km. Precipitation echoes at upper levels leaned forward

over the inflow region. The high reflectivities co 叮ela! 能d wen with the ascending motion at

low levels. The maximum updra 食品S個iated wi 曲曲樹的Dvective sys 阻mhad 扭扭npli 個de

larger 由組 9 ms-l I凹的ed at 7 - 9 km. The updraft tilted backward at low levels and tilted
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Fig. 6. Vertical cross-sections of wind and reflectivity along lines A-B and C-D shown in Figure 5.
The minimum contour of reflectivity is 15 dBZ 個d contour interval is 10 dBZ. The heavy
shading represents reflectivity larger 曲曲 40 dBZ.
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forward above 5 km. There w 扭扭 indication of upper-level downward motion at 8 km
height ahead of 血e up 曲aft with an amplitude less 曲曲 2 ms-l 個d spatial extent smaller
血紅15 km.

Low-level winds ahead of the convectian entered the system below 4 k1 η . Large low-
level convergence farced upward mation at 血e front of 血em 吋 or canvec 位ve precipita 位ng

缸'ea. The ascending matian tilt 吋 backward due ta 血,e pene 個世on of 血e low-level winds
曲ead 曲e conv 也tian. It is noted 曲at low-level winds at 血e rear

'Of 由e convectian Wi前'e :tram
血e north and ra 血er weak. However, a relatively s 缸。ng law-level no 吋Ierly winds exis 能d at
1 km height and extended farw 紅dto 血e bound 甜yaf 血e inflaw regian. Large ∞nv 叮gen 田
間叫叮吋 at 血e baund 呵 where these twa flows met. There was na conv, 目前ve dawnward

motians associated with 甘lis shall 'Ow, extended forward no 由前'ly flaws and this was nat a
gust front-type flow caused by ωnvective autflaw boundary. We believe 由at 由is 姐姐
姐dicatian of 血e post- 宜'antal ∞,ld air flaws a α:amp 缸lied wi 曲曲es 山fa 田 Mei- Yu front. τhe
flow struc 個時間gg 闊的 the cald 到 r at 血ere 前

'Of 血,e Mei-Yu 企ont has a dep 血 about 1 km
height and has a sharp bouR 曲ry ca 眩目panding ta 血e warm air flow ahead

'Of 曲e front.
Upper-level winds were relatively simple. τbe flows were 宜。m 血,e nor 甘1. At 7 km there

was a relatively strong inflow fram re 缸 of the convection. Due ta the flow structure at upper

levels, the precipitatian echoes leaned forward ta pre, ﹒宜。ntal 血gions.

(2) Cross sectian A-B

四Ie reflectivity pattern of A-B (Fig.6b) showed large echoes (> 40 dBZ) extended to a
large 前ea. Besides the convective precipitating region at 血e farefront of the convective
ascending motions, there existed a forward extension of large echoes at low-levels. τhe size

of the large-echa area w 揖 at least I缸'ger 曲 an 30 km in one dimension. 百Ie m吋 'Or canvec-
tive ascending motions were not colocated with the maximum reflectivity area as shawn in

section C-D. 百Ie m 吋 'Or canvective upw 紅dma 位ons loca 紀d 5 -10km west (ta 由e left) of
曲em 吋 'Or reflectivity 個d tilted 品問前d. 百Ie convective dawnward motians existed in the

pre-frantal regian and were calocated wi 曲曲,e farw 缸d extensian
'Of large echoes. The

m削mum in 紀nsi!y 'Of 血e convective dawn 曲咄個:curred at 4 - 6 km height with ampli 個de
larger 血an 7 ms-'.

The law-level winds in 血e pre ﹒宜。 ntal region blew away fram the canvective regian,

exhibiting the signature 'Of canvective autflaws. At the first glan 白 , the cross sectian sug-
gests 曲e inflows were from 血e “back" 'Of the convective system. Since the plan is almost
pe 中endicular ta the directian 'Of L日 , 由e signature of the LU are not exhibited. However, if
we ex 缸nine carefully, we can see 血 at at battam of 曲e plot (1 km height) at 15 - 25 km

positian, there was a flow 企am 血e pre-frontal region (front-ta-rear). 百Ie flow from 血epre-
frantal region met the flow from post- 企ontal regian at a positian marked by a “

X" (15 km
from 血e left boundary). Notice 血at 血e pasition

'Of X is at 血ere 前 echo bound 缸yof 由e
canvective precipitating system. The position X possessed the maximum low-level conver-
gence and induced a low-level ∞ifivective upw 缸

'd motion. 百lis flow s 個lcture is qui 扭
different fram 也at 'Obtained from cross section C-D. In C-D, the low-level convergence and
upward motians were at forefront

'Of the convective system. In A-B, 由e low-level conver-
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gence and upw 紅d motions occu 叮吋 at 由ere 紅 bound 前Y of the convective system.

In Figure 7, 由e speed of the flow pe 中endicul 紅 to 血.e plan of A-B is shown. Positive
value represents winds flow into the paper (i. 底 . approximately, to 由e north). It is n 。但d 血 at

the low-level inflow region (15 - 25 km) was associated with the largest cyclonic shear of
血eLLJ. 四le region also accompanied the largest low-level convergence (Figure 6b). Con-

vective activities were maintained and organized whe 扭曲e pronoun 田d low-level conver-
gence prev 剖 led. Th 間 , 由e 剖 ggering and organizing the moist convections along the Mei-

Yu front is closely related to 血es 山cture of 血e LLJ and the induced convective motions.

In Figure 7. it is also import 個t to point out 血at 血.e flows from 血e sou 曲 (into 血e
paper) at pre-frontal region reach 9 km height. however. from C-D cross section (s 臼 Figure

6a). 血.e flows from 由e sou 曲 (to 血e left of 血.edom 剖 n) w 甜 only limited to altitudes below

4 km. This figure provides an observational evidence 曲 at the southerly momentum of a low-

level jet could be transported to higher altitudes through organized moist convective activi-

ties.

The flow structure of A-B cross section exhibits some ve. 可 interesting messages.
Firstly. 出e low-level inflows of 血.e sys 能m were 台om the third dimension (into the paper)
which was the direction of 曲e LLJ. τhus, in order to de 缸'ly exhibit the flow structure

associated with the convective system. a three-dimensional description is necessary. Sec-
ondly, since the flow structure was three-dimensional, 由.e p血-frontal heavy precipitation

was not necess 缸y to be a factor to cease the convective ac;的 vity due to the inflow contami-

nation. In fact, we believe 由at 血,e presence of 血e pre-frontal convective downward motions
associated with the convective precipitation exerted a force to deflect 血e LLJ when the jet
p 帥sed by the region between the heavy precipitation and the low-level convergence zone.

This effect is to enhance local convective activity instead to cease it.
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Fig. 7. Vertical cross-section of winds perpendicular to the line A-B shown in Figure 5.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A dual-Doppler radar analysis for a case of heavy precipitation associated with a Mei-

Yu 企ont occurred on 24 - 25 June 1987 over western Taiwan is presented in 血is paper. τhe

mesoscale structure of a LLJ and its relationship in triggering and organizing moist convec-

tion 缸'e emphasized. Some preliminary conclusions 缸'e:

(1) 四le enhanced and concentrated convergence on the cyclonic side of the LLJ is 血e

main factor to trigger moist convections along the convergence zone.

(2) The org 缸甘 zation of moist convections is closely related to 血.e structure of 曲eLLJ,

the upper-level flows, and 出e 血ermodynamic property of 血e atmo 喝phere.
(3) The deflection of LLJ by organized pre-frontal convective downward motion pro-

duces a local concentrated region with enhanced convergence of momentum, heat,
胡d moisture along 由e front. τhe concentrated convergence will induce enhanced

convective activity at 由 at region. If this sequence were continued, the enhanced moist

convection would again strengthen the intensity of the convective downward motion
and then change LLJ s 甘ucture. τhis is the possible physical mechanism with positive

feedback processes to maintain and organize moist convection along Mei 勵Yu front in
TA� 恆X IOP13.
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低層噴流的結構及其在激發與

組織台灣區濕對流之角色
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用仲島郵秀明

國立台灣太華大氣科學研究所

要
摘

本文舔討論在 TAMEX 實驗期間 , 1987 年 6 月 24 月 25 日在台灣西北

部外海地區伴隨低層噴施之劇烈鋒面兩帶的運動場結構。文中除了

描述此鋒面兩帶的中凡度與對流尺度運動場結構外 , 並特別說明低
對流層 ( 1 告里高度低層噴跪在劇到對施區 ) 水平結構 o

結果顧示此鋒面兩帶的主要對 >ii. 降水在鋒前暖區 '. 使並嘉明頤
層社降水區 ,

此與中暐度及熱帶風雄單純的中尺度回坡結構頗品不
同 o 鋒前 1 公里高度有明頤西南低層噴施 , 風速可達 20 * 几句r 0 此

值層面南氣就在接近鋒前對就降水區時明顯成弱 , 且旦偏轉 0 �且層
噴流之偏轉典鋒前伴隨對就降水之對流尺度下沖洗強度成正比 o 對
就尺度下沖洗所在位置在近地層將伴隨 -中尺度高壓 , 此中尺度高
壓典鋒面區之水平氣壓掃庭將加強 , 使得低層噴流垂直蜂面之分量
得以被加強 o


